Do these characters
look familiar to you?

Any chance
some might live
in your home?
Lucas
Logon

Greta
Gadget

To keep
his friends,
he will
share any
password
known to
him

Gadget hungry,
she had to
have the IoT
pressure cooker

Nate
Neverfail
Suzi
Social
Known on
35 social
media sites,
she will post
every detail
in color

Overwhelmed
keeping his family
safe online

Grandma
Gullible
Will
Workaround
It is so easy to
circumvent Dad’s
adult content
filtering

Was wiring
the money to
the Nigerian
prince really
a good
idea?

Cyber Protection for Your Home

CyberPrivacy

YOUR
PRIVACY
SHOULD
BE NO
ONE’S
BUSINESS

“FBI recommends
that you keep
your IoT devices
on a SEPARATE
NETWORK”
ZDNet, Catalin Cimpanu
Dec. 6, 2019

Typically, all connected devices are located in
one “flat” network, which you share with your
personal devices. With “Work From Home”
becoming the new standard for many companies
and employees, this presents a serious risk to
the confidential and personal information of all
parties involved.

The Cyber Command Panel protects you by segmenting your network into five separate
zones, preventing lateral movement in case of a successful attack.
- Corporate/WFH: Dedicated network segment to comply with corporate compliance or
provide secure Working from Home enviroments
- PII: Personal Identifiable Information. Your financials, Social Security, health records and
the devices you access it with
- Kids Zone: Gaming consoles, tablets, and other devices
- IoT Zone: Home automation devices from light bulbs to virtual assistants.

Do you know where the next attack will come from?
Your home network is filled with numerous devices that continually communicate with the
Internet: your work laptop, your kids’ gaming consoles, and your spouse's tablet at the very
least. Your smart refrigerator, smart thermostat, and other smart home devices making up your
Internet of Things (IoT) are regularly communicating with online servers. Each device
presents a potential attack point for a malicious hacker to invade your home network
and breach your privacy. These cyber criminals are looking to exploit you financially.

- Guest Zone: Friends, guests and visiting relatives’ devices
This panel is built, installed, and configured with your specific house and needs in mind.
Starting at $3500 installed, the Cyber Command Panel is an investment
worthwhile to prevent a Cyber Breach.
Continually monitored and kept up-to-date against new attacks and invasions,
your Cyber Security and Cyber Privacy is backed with on-demand professional
technical support, ready to guide you with industry best practices.

Use Cybersecurity Business best practices at home

Secure Your Smart Home with a

Cyber
Command
Panel

Our services keep your
network infrastructure
always up to date
even when
technology changes.

Monthly Investment

Pre-configured and secured

By using best practices from the business world, one would be able to fortify a home just like
an office. Unfortunately, the complicated layered security approach requires network security
knowledge, deployment and maintenance.
We have created a complete Hardware, Software and
Management Solution for your cyber infrastructure
which achieves exactly that. Enjoy a team of Cyber
Security experts at your fingertips. Cyber - made easy.

Device firmware updates/Cloud backup
Email support during business hours
On demand device inventory report
Network AD Blocker

49

$







Business hours phone support
Tier 2 Team support
24/7 Email & Phone support
Dedicated Tier 2 Tech phone support
Free Hardware replacement

Protect Your
Digital
Footprint

www.cyberprivacy.today
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$
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$












FREE Consultation
CALL NOW 801-658-0051
Info@CyberPrivacy.today
*For terms and conditions please visit www.cyberprivacy.today

